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KEMAT invests in ISO tanks
Brussels, Belgium – 1 October 2017. Due to growing demand for its products, KEMAT, the
leading European supplier of polybutenes, has invested in its own 24k ltr heated ISO tanks
as part of their expansion plan.
All tanks are self-bunded with an internal pump, offering KEMAT the flexibility to position
their tanks in prime locations convenient to their clients. The tanks allow for intermodal
logistics between different transportation modes like trucks, rail and sea vessels, which gives
the company greater flexibility regarding planning, cost reduction and carbon footprint.
Simon Mason, Managing Director commented: “The expansion is progressing well. In
addition to our new ISO tanks, we offer a permanent stock of heated bulk, as well as a
drumming and blending facility. Our new ISO tanks give us the flexibility we need during this
time of growth.”
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About KEMAT
KEMAT is a privately held company founded in 1989, operating globally with an expanding portfolio. It is the
largest independent distributor of polyisobutylenes and related products in the EMEA region.
Having built up an expertise in the supply of additives to the lubricants industry, KEMAT has expanded over
the years to supply a wide range of additives to a diverse customer base across a multitude of different
industry segments.
Unparalleled experience and insights into PIB markets and applications. Supplier relationships of 28 years.
Centralised distribution centre in the heart of Europe with readily available stock across all grades. KEMAT
has a wide range of high quality PIBs, bulk tank containers, IBCs and drum packaging as well as a drumming
facility.
KEMAT continues to build its strength and reputation on providing timely deliveries of high quality products
at competitive prices and giving personal attention to both supplier and customer requirements.
For more information, please visit www.kematbelgium.com
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